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ABSTRACT

We present a model that considers autocrine regulation of tumor
growth as a feedback control system. The model is general in that it can
accommodate any growth curve which fits the data. We propose an
algorithm for quantitation of the open loop gain parameter and we define
the autocrinÂ«gain parameter; these parameters express the efficiency of
the feedback mechanism. The model provides guidelines for design of
experiments to measure the contribution of autocrine regulation to growth
of biological systems, particularly tumors.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in understanding of oncogene expression
and function led to novel mechanistic concepts of growth au-
toregulation in neoplasms. Various roles for different nonco-
gene products have been postulated (for reviews, cf. Refs. 1-4)
and it has become apparent that a number of these products
may indeed mediate growth regulation of the same tumors
which secrete them in an autocrine fashion (5, 6). This notion
has been supported by experimental demonstration of reduced
proliferation rates of some serum-free cultures by antibodies
against tumor produced growth factors (7, 8) and by other in
vitro experiments (9, 10). These data lead to the tacit assump
tion that autocrine growth regulation is a positive feedback
mechanism that contributes significantly to the expression of
tumor phenotype (5, 6). This assumption, however, calls for a
rigorous evaluation of the role of autocrine function that can
be achieved by application of appropriate mathematical models.

Recently, we reponed such a model (11) based on the phe-
nomenological Gompertz growth curve (12) modified to include
positive autocrine feedback. This model was successfully ap
plied to murine melanoma B16 growing in vivo(II), but it lacks
the flexibility necessary to be applied to systems where other
growth curves are more appropriate (13). Now we present a
general phenomenological model of autocrine growth regula
tion that can accommodate any growth curve that fits the data.

METHODS

Formulation of the General Model. The general phenomenological
model of autocrine growth regulation is based on findings that (a) the
respective tumors secrete autocrine mediators, and (b) that these me
diators modify proliferation rates of these tumors. Moreover, in the
case of murine melanoma B16 we find that (c) concentrations of the
circulating mediator correlate with tumor mass (11) and assume (</)
that this correlation reflects a causal relationship (8,10). The establish
ment of the model requires that (e) extracellular concentrations of the
mediator can be independently experimentally manipulated [e.g., by
induction of diabetes in hosts of insulin-dependent tumors (10, 11), by
manipulation of estrogen concentrations in environments of estrogen-
dependent tumors (14), by injections of purified mediators, by neutral
ization of these mediators by monoclonal antibodies, etc.].
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Now we abstract from this phenomenological basis and formulate
the model mathematically.

Tumor growth can be resolved into two components: one causally
dependent on secretion of a particular measured autocrine mediator
and one which encompasses all other growth mechanisms (including
effects of other known or unknown mediators which are not chosen to
be measured). Thus, tumor size (mass or cellularity or volume, N) is a
function of extracellular concentration of autocrine mediator, S (first
component) and time (second component):

N=f(t,S) (A)

It is assumed that ,/(/.,V) and iif(t.S)/iiS are continuous functions in
both variables.

Concentration of automne mediator S depends causally on tumor
size .V and parametric-ally on Q, the entity which reflects the level of

external experimental influence on .V[see (e) above):

= g(N;Q) (B)

We assume that g(N;Q) and dg(N;Q)/dN are continuous functions in
Â¡Vfor all accessible values of Q.

Relationships A and B constitute a system of two simultaneous
equations for .Vand S. In order to describe the autocrine regulation as
a feedback mechanism, we require that this system have one solution

N'

S'

(Ca)

(Cb)

which is considered to be realistic, i.e., functions <t>(t;Q)and *i-(t;(J)
describe the actual time dependence of .V and S for a given Q (Fig. 1).
Particularly, the function </>(/;Â£>)represents tumor growth curve.

Relationships A and B can be presented graphically as a feedback
loop (IS).

g

In order to assess the effects of autocrine regulation on tumor growth,
we introduce two infinitesimal quantities: dN' = it>(t;0)di and dn =
n(t)dt (dot denotes time derivative). The first quantity (dN') corre

sponds to tumor growth increment due to all growth mechanisms in
the experimentally unperturbed tumor (Q * 0). The second quantity
(tin) corresponds to tumor growth increment in the hypothetical ab
sence of the considered autocrine regulation. By simple first order
differential calculus the relation

= (\ - Q)dN' (D)

can be obtained (11, 15, 16) where il, the open loop gain parameter, is
given by

Q
OS

dg(N;0)
(E)

According to Equation C, 12can be considered as a function of time:
il = 12('). Equation D implies that the actual difference between n and
N' is determined by the value of open loop gain Q. For - Â°o< Q < 0, it

follows that dn > dN, meaning that the system is under negative
feedback control. By definition, autostimulating systems do not belong
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QUANTITATION OF AUTOCRINE REGULATION

Concentration of autocrine mediator, S

Fig. 1. Dependence of tumor size (.V) on concentration of autocrine mediator
(S) and time (r), [N =./ U..V)|. and secretion of S as a function of .Vand external
concentration of modulator Q, [S - g(N;Q)], m a N - S plot. The ordinales
â€¢/'('.Â¡(Mof cross-sections (operating points) represent the points of tumor growth
curve for a given Qj.

to this category.For 0 < u < 1, feedbackbecomespositive, meaning
that the system stimulates its own growth. For 1 < Ãœ< <*>,it follows
that dn < 0, meaning that tumor growth is maintainedby autocrine
stimulation only, in other words, without this mechanism it would
spontaneouslyregress.

AutocrineGainParameter.KnowingÃŸas a functionof time, we can
integrateEquationD to obtain n(t) whichrepresentsthe growthcurve
in the absenceof consideredfeedbackmechanism.Let us assume the
initial condition n(0) = .V,,and no autostimulationat r = 0: A"| ,.<,=
i/i(0;0)= .VÂ«.Integrationof EquationD leadsto

n(t) â€”r. N' (F)

The autocrinegain parametern is now definedas

N' - n(t)
(Ga)

This parametermeasuresthe contributionof autocrinestimulationto
tumor growth and it can be perceivedeasier than the more abstract
open loop gain parameter(11). Note that ft is a functionof time.

For suitably selected function /(/,.V), the open loop gain parameter
can be considered as a function of A' (11):

0(0 =

In this case we can considern also as a functionof TV',n = n(A') and
with the plausibleinitial condition n(A',,)= A',,,we integrateEquation

D to obtain

(H)

(Gb)

SÃ©lectionof the ParticularGrowthModel.The presentrathergeneral
model can be applied for quantitationof relevantparametersonly if
functions/and g canbeobtainedinexplicit form.Ourapproachtoward
determinationof thesefunctionshasbeenphenomenological(11), since
mechanistic and/or theoretical models (cf. RÃ©f.17 and references
therein) of autoregulationin vivo would necessarilyhave to rely on
deeperinsights into regulatorymechanismsof tumorgrowththan we
feel presentlyis available.

Recently,in an attemptto model autoregulationof growthof mela
nomaB16 inC57BL mice,we modifiedtheempiricalGompertzgrowth

Thus the autocrinegain parameteris also a functionof TV':

N' - n(N')

function(12, 17). There the function/from EquationA assumedthe
form(11) analogousto

N = /fei) - exrf-yf )]|; NÂ»y > 0 (I)

where

r(S) = a, + aiG + â€¢â€¢â€¢+ a,G"-'

G = b e\p(-ÃŸS); b, ÃŸ> 0 (J)

The numerical values of parameters a,. â€¢â€¢-, a,, b, ÃŸ,y, and A',,can

be obtained by fitting Equations I and J to experimental data as in the
case of melanoma B16 (11).

In spite of proven usefulness of this explicit Gompertz-like form of
function/in case of tumor B16, more adequate forms of/can be
elaborated. Namely, in a search for operating points, Equation I to
gether with the relationship

S = a exptoJV); a, a > 0 (K)

does notnecessarilyyieldoptimalagreementwithgrowthdata.Inother
words,the solutionof the systemof transcendentalEquationsI and K.
the operatingpoint A" = <t>(r.<J),cannot be obtained in the desirable

analytical form. The adequate form of function/ should allow the
analyticalexpressionfor N' as a functionof time. Therefore,we will
construct the function/ so that the realistic solution A" = iii(i-.Q)

automaticallyexists and is equal to the functionwhich fits the growth
data.

On the basis of the precedingdiscussion,we adopt a more general
Gompertz-likeformof function/:

N

The explicit form of function h(i) will be selected to result in any
anticipatedgrowthcurvewhich Titsthe data. Thus, still assumingthe
generalform of functiong (EquationB), we formallysolve the system
of EquationsB andL andobtainthe relation

N =

The solution of Equation M, N'

curve
<i-(t:Q).is the anticipated growth

rc(o (N)

foranygivenvalueof Q, i.e., it canbeidenticalto theoriginalGompertz
growthcurve(12):

- exp(-/V)]l

or anyotheradequategrowthcurve(13).
FromEquationsM and N, the unknownfunctionh(i] is:

kit)

CombiningEquationsL and P, we finallyobtain

N<fixp\(p(S)/R(t;Q)]\n[r0(t)/N0i\

plÂ«trc(f);ÃŸ]l

(O)

(P)

(Q)

Again, in analogy to Equation J the analytical form of /i(.V)can be
selected as a polynomial:

p(S) = P.(S) = a, (R)

The order of the polynomial, n, and parametersÂ«,,â€¢â€¢-, a, can be
determined by nonlinear least-squarefitting routines and adequate
statistical tests; these tests will determinethe relativesignificanceof
coefficientsof the polynomialPÂ¿S).However,it is moreconvenientto
select

p(S) = expia/S + o252 + â€¢â€¢â€¢+ aâ€žS")
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QUANTITATION OF AUTOCRINE REGULATION

Inserting this form of p(S) into Equation Q, after a straightforward
algebraic manipulation we obtain

simulations. For the function g(N;Q) we selected the simple
linear form

ln[ln(A'/A'o)/ln(r0(0/A'o)] aj(S>- (T)
g(N;Q) - ii + (V)

the function linear in parameters Â«,:this transformation makes it
possible to apply powerful multiple linear regression techniques if Te(/)
and g(re(f);ÃŸ) are determined in previous steps (see below).

Now, by use of Equations B, E, and Q, we can evaluate the open
loop gain parameter:

â€” \np[g(N';0)] (U)

It appears that u is expressed as a function of N'; this is the result of

the appropriately chosen function/(Equation A). Thus, as indicated in
Equations Gb and H, the parameter n can easily be calculated.

Measurements and Data Manipulation. The first step in the applica
tion of the model to any real autocrine system is the evaluation of the
growth curve for the selected Q, the external influence on S. This is
obtained by fitting tumor size data as a function of time to the chosen
growth function (e.g., Equation O).

The second step determines how secretion of S depends on A' for a
given value of Q. For this purpose, the function g(N;Q) is fitted to data
obtained by measuring S and V at different times. A polynomial of the
form

S = g(N;Q) = st(Q) + S2(Q)N+ â€¢â€¢â€¢+iJÃŸJA"-1

would meet the requirements imposed by the data.
In the third step, data are obtained which reflect effects of stimulation

of tumor growth by the autocrine mediator. Such data can be measured
only if a way is found to manipulate S independently of t and W by
virtue of Q, i.e., an externally applied agent which influences 5 only.
These measurements of tumor size (A') and concentration of autocrine

mediator (S) yield a time dependent family of experimental curves
displaying dependence of N on S (see Fig. 1). From these data together
with the growth curve obtained in the first step and the function g(N;Q)
determined in the second (cf. Equation Q), the parameters a,, a2 â€¢â€¢-,
a, of the function f(tJS) can be determined by a fitting procedure. Note
that N = /(f,S) will represent a causal relationship only if (N, S, t) data
are obtained for different levels of Q.

A schematic overview of the necessary data array is given in Table 1
and a short recapitulation of data manipulation steps is:

1. Fitting the function NQ = T0(f) to measured values of A7for given
values of Q (e.g., for (?,, these data are Mi, Ntl, â€¢â€¢-,N,j corresponding
to times /i,- â€¢-, tj).

2. Fitting the function S = g(N;Q) to measured values of S and N
for given values of Q (e.g., for Q,, these data are Su, Su,---, Si;
corresponding to Nâ€ž,N,2,-- -, N,j).

3. Fitting the function N =/(f,S) to all available data.

RESULTS

Murine Myeloic Leukemia: An Example with Partial Simulation

In absence of any system elaborated according to the scheme
in Table 1, we use data from Ref. 8 as experimental basis for

Table 1 The two-dimensional data array used to evaluate coefficients in
Equations N, Q, and R

0C.(l(N2[',
SU)tt.(NnSn)tjK)

(Nn, (NÂ»,

and fitted it to data (A/ = spleen mass in mg; .V= concentration
of autocrine mediator in /Â¿units/ing wet spleen). We obtained
gÂ¡= -(23 Â±22) /iunits/mg and g2 = 0.84 Â±0.06 /iunits/mg2;
correlation coefficient = 0.89.

For the growth function we selected

r<2(0 + at" = No [1 + (*/Â«â€ž)'] (W)

which resulted in better fits than standard growth functions
(13). The nonlinear weighted fit of Function W to data (per
formed by the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm) yielded x2/
degrees of freedom =1.3 (Fig. 2a); the fit with Comperi/
function resulted in \''/degrees of freedom = 2.8. Standard

deviation in parameters ,Y(Iand a were estimated by linear
fitting of Function W with b fixed at the value obtained previ
ously by nonlinear fitting of the same function with A/0,a and
b as free parameters. Both fits resulted in identical values of N0
and a.

According to Expression S, we selected

p(S) (X)

with a, as the simulation parameter. Selection of Equations V

yoo

0.9

=t 0.8

ÃŒ 0.7

| 0.6

Q. 0.5

I04

Â» 0.3

Â§ Â°2

I o-1
0.0

01 23456789 10 11 12 13

Time after tumor inoculation/days

Fig. 2. a, fit of Function W (full line) to data from Ref. 8 (means Â±SD). The
weighted linear fitting (with * = 4.153 determined by the nonlinear fit) yielded
No = 132 Â±11 mg and tâ€ž= 8.5 Â±0.3 days (a = 0.18 Â±0.02) with the correlation
coefficient = 0.94 and xVdegrees of freedom = 1.16. The dashed line represents
the growth function in hypothetical absence of autocrine regulation with simula
tion parameter a, = 6.5 x 10~* mg/jiuniÃs.For details see text, b, autocrine gain

parameter n as a function of time calculated for parameters ft (see text), V,,,a, a,
and b. The heavily and lightly shaded areas represent 1 SD calculated for the
standard deviation in parameter a, of 10 and 30%, respectively.
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QUANTITATION OF AUTOCRINE REGULATION

and X makes it possible to express the autocrine gain parameter
as

x -

o, K(x) = x*(Viln x - 'A) + %

Fig. 2b displays //(/ ) calculated with assumed standard devia
tions in a, of 10 and 30%, respectively.

DISCUSSION

Our previous model of autocrine tumor stimulation (11) is
an attempt to separate conceptually two mutually dependent
processes: the tumor size dependent secretion of autocrine
mediator and stimulation of tumor growth by the same media
tor. This separation makes it possible to establish an autostim-
ulating feedback loop and to evaluate its parameters (11).

Here we report a model of autocrine regulation that incor
porates any growth curve. Any particular mechanism underly
ing the dependence of extracellular concentration of autocrine
mediator on tumor size can be built into this general model.
Also, any mechanism of stimulation of tumor growth by auto
crine mediators can be easily included.

The murine myeloid leukemia provided an example of tumor
growth characterized by a nonstandard growth function. Intro
duction of a large standard deviation in parameter a, still
yielded statistically significant values of autocrine gain param
eter. We expect that in well elaborated experimental systems
the parameter values will be determined within similar or more
narrow confidence limits.

This model provides the framework for probing the behavior
of autocrine systems under extreme conditions. It includes the
possibility that the role of autocrine stimulation for the main
tenance of tumor volume increases to become the only mecha
nism of growth ('..'> 1). It would be interesting to find out

whether this situation can be realistically attained and whether
interception of the feedback would result in spontaneous tumor
regression. We believe that this and similar models will be
useful also in developmental biology where autocrine systems
seem to play important regulatory roles (18, 19).
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